Spartans Favor in Home Opener

By BOB GALLAGHER

The Michigan State basketball team will play Friday afternoon at 4 p.m. against an unknown college in the Michigan League Tournament. It is the first game of the tournament.

Michigan Men Raid

These Michigan men were among those who raided the library in the area and laboratory of the Library, through Hitler's aid. The group of about 300 Allied fighters made the raid.

During the raid, a great deal of damage was done to the library and laboratory, and the library was left in disarray. The group of about 300 Allied fighters made the raid.

Vox Pop Millions Official Warn Audience to arrive Early or Miss Program

To make sure there is no chance of missing the Vox Pop programs, all students are urged to be in the auditorium by 7:25 p.m. to avoid being locked out.

Hotel Group's Lab Will Move Here

The American Hotel Association's membership, whose membership is composed of hotels throughout the United States and Canada, has decided to move its testing laboratory to this campus from the former Hotel Stevens in Chicago.

Many Round-Trip Qualify 'Singapore Joe' to Talk on Pacific

By BARBARA DENNISON

'Singapore Joe' is the name given to the man who has been traveling around the world in a small airplane. He has covered more than 50,000 miles in his plane, and has visited many countries.

Many World Round-Trips Qualify 'Singapore Joe' to Talk on Pacific
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Ford to Oversee New Building

Saturday, October 28

WHAT HAS BEEN OF OUR BIG IDEA

Today America fights for its life in the biggest way it has ever fought. Millions of men are mobilized. So are millions of ideas. Ideas fired men's imaginations before men fired their guns. Big ideas have gripped the minds of millions. The idea of a super race for world conquest. The idea of superior class for world control. The idea of the super dollar for world domination. These are ideas before the impact of these ideas. Other nations have been confused and divided by them.

This dynamic energy must fight fire with fire. We need all the fire power our ships, planes and guns can provide. We also need the fire to see our-goings Americans united in terms of thought and action. The action of our nation must make every other revolutionary way of life pale into insignificance. This fire must not die down until the world is saved.

Remake the world—crazily! Not so crazy as the world we live in. The world we live in is the world—impossible for America? The Panama canal was impossible until we engineered it. Flight was fantastic until the Wright brothers. Electricity was unknown until Edison. We know the world can be made as we want it. We need only to fight our fire with fire.

The ungodly mess the world is comes from people like ourselves who have forgotten God. Remaking the world starts with remaking America. And Americans.

CLOTHING CLASSICS by Barbara Hafford

When WPB cracks down on our beloved long-length stockings and sweaters, it is doubly difficult to decide whether Michigan State co-eds will go without. More clothing is being worn in Lansing and East Lansing report increased sales of these two items as a result. This is an essential part of our war effort. Start today by putting one wrong right. 130 million dollars! It America! America's big idea means we get back to honest, decency, neighborliness. No more back-packing, the cards on the table—the breakfast table as well as the conference table. America! And this, the war, the politics and the speed-up in industry which we need to win the war. And the fire of America's big idea will burn in the heart of every American and light the world.
HOWARD BEYER

... starting Spartan center.

By BILL BOOS

Howard Beyer is one of Coach Charley Houser's many versatile men this year. Beyer had the unfortunate role of carrying a 40-minute load last year, and now it appears that he himself will have to be the endurance man for the Spartans at the pivot post this year.

Tony Arena, Beyer's predecessor, was given the Governor's award last year, after being voted the squad's most valuable player by his teammates. Arena was considered one of the Detroit Lions' more promising tackles this fall until his brief stay in the professional game was cut short by the U.S. Army. Anyone who saw Tony play last fall can realize what a struggle Houser had getting sufficient time to open a letter for him, and now Arena out of the picture. Beyer will get all the time he has wanted so patiently in training.

But for a brief reinforcement by Bob Bierman, Houser might have broken into the ranks of the 6-foot 4-inch men in his first game as a regular at Ann Arbor and in Saturday's game.

Beyer played a long-range defensive game against the Wisconsin and Spartan foes, and Beyer fans were looking for more of his rugged play the rest of the season.
Union Dance, Frat Rushing Parties to Highlight Weekend Social Card

This week promises to be very interesting with the Wayne State game this afternoon and the final rushing parties slated for tonight.

The Union Ballroom will be closed tonight for the second Dance Board dance of the season, and Dick Charge, on behalf of the public, Dick George is chairman of the affair.

Once again this year will be an A.G.R. radio party with George Skovor as host. He will present a S.A.K. dance with Bob Hixon as chairman, and a Theta Chi party. Finishing up the radio dance list are A.T.O., Beta Chi, Zeta Nu and Sigma Nu.

Grange in Mix

The Grange will be filled with Student Grange members at their first mixer of the term, Mr. and Mrs. Thadts and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrason are the patrons according to Bill Kempainen chairman.

Doing a little pre-celebration Friday night were Mason and Alford halls, each having separate radio parties. Warren Bennett and Warren Dvorak are the Grange chairs respectively. The Student Grange will be present with "Little Red School House" motif, in the Peoples church.

Greek Days

Also Friday night were radio parties in both the Beta Chi and the Lambda Chi, which in-cluded a new short wave sending apparatus. Parking them to play the same records on every radio in the house was Phil Kojac. He held a combination card and radio party in his club with Friday Charge, by Rick Kojac, as the chairman and the chairman. The Farmhouse will be represented by Walter Weber; the Delta Chi dance by Robert Northfield and Delta Sigma by Harold Duplise. The Phi Chi entertained with supper with Dick Strahin as chairman.

Honelsheim in Speaks

The Paul Honelsheim, who has made a study of the sociology of music will participate in a meeting of the Michigan Music Teachers Association, which will meet in Detroit next Tuesday.

Rugged Yank

The words for the March Grand King and "Queen" were chosen following the close of voting at 4:45 p.m. yesterday. Results of the voting will be announced tonight at the Grand Council.

Plans for the party are progressing under the leadership of the various committee chairs, headed by Jack Ruth, general chairman.

The grand theme is coronation and deification, Frank Dillinger, program, Fred Tyler; publicity, Sheldon Meyer; tickets, Bill Coleman; costumes, Janice Willis, partner, Bob Hixon; box, Joe Lewis; voting, Joan Cristalides, and advertising, Parke Moore.

LILLE
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The raiders, directed by Maj. Carl Spaulding, commander of the U.S. A.F. in the Korosi theater, smashed factories, tied railroad yards against strong machine guns, and raze house with only four of 600 planes.

The raid was greater than the previous one directed by the N.N. against England in the dark days of World War I.

But the Luftwaffe called off their daylight attacks and concentrated on night raids.

The greatest American aerial expedition came two days after the warning from the United States army by radio to the French people to move away from factories producing the Germany.

The raid moved the German high command to mention Flying Fortresses for the first time, although this was their 14th mission over western Europe.

Basque college, Salen, Va. recently celebrated its 100th anniversary.

CHRISTCHURCH

The Peoples Church

Services of Worship 9:30 and 11 Oct. 11 Service: "God in the War"

N. A. McCune

COLLEGE LUTHERAN CHURCH

STATE THEATER

William Young, Pastor

Worship and Service Board of Directors at 10:30

Thursday, The Student of Cod. Episcopal Church at 7:00

First Sunday in the Organization Room of the Union.

First Church of Christ, Scientist

Rapid Lansing

Manuscript: 500 S. W. Ave.

Sunday School 9:00 A.M., Sunday Services 11 A.M.

Landing Room and Landing Library, 211 Building, Daily

STATE SQUADRON

OFFICE OF REGISTER

North of State Capitol Building, Lansing

College Sunday—Oct. 11

College Student

Rugged Yank

Vox Pop
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If you are interested in this program, you can register to vote at the St. John's office. The voting will be held on November 1st.

At the time of voting, the voting list will be read aloud. The voting list will be posted in the office of the St. John's office. The voting list will be available to all registered voters.

If you are registered to vote, you will be able to vote at the St. John's office. The voting will be held on November 1st.

At the time of voting, the voting list will be read aloud. The voting list will be posted in the office of the St. John's office. The voting list will be available to all registered voters.